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Abstract
We provide rules for calculating with invariants in process algebra with data, and illustrate these
with examples. The new rules turn out to be equivalent to the well known Recursive Specification Principle which states that guarded recursive equations have at most one solution. In

the setting with data this is reformulated as `every convergent linear process operator has at
most one fixed point' (CL-RSP). As a consequence, one can carry out verifications in well-known
process algebras satisfying CL-RSP using invariants.
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Introduction

Process algebra allows one to prove that certain processes are equal; typically, an abstraction of a (generally complicated) implementation and a (preferably compact) specification
of the external behaviour of the same system are shown equal. Process algebra has been
used to verify a variety of distributed systems such as protocols, systolic arrays and computer integrated manufacturing systems (see e.g. [1]). The main technique to prove such
process identities consists of algebraic manipulation with terms, i.e. elementary calculations,
a technique that has been proved successful in mathematics.
However, current process algebraic techniques are considered unsuitable to verify large and
complex systems. In particular, it appears that knowledge and intuition about the correct
functioning of distributed systems can hardly 'be explicitly incorporated in the calculations.
Since the algebraic proofs are usually long, many attempts to construct a proof smother into
a large amount of undirected calculations.
Therefore, the need is felt to adapt the theory of process algebra in such a way that intuitions about the functioning of distributed systems can be expressed in a natural way and
can be used in calculations. One of the most successful techniques in this respect is the use
of invariants, as put forward prominently by Dijkstra and Hoare. Almost all existing verifications of sequential and distributed programs use relations between, variables that remain
1
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valid during the course of the program. A comprehensive survey for distributed programs is
[4]. The closest approximation of the techniques in this paper we could find in the classical
literature is [10].
In process algebra - as far as we know - invariants are seldom. explicitly used. An early
but incomplete attempt to verify a sliding window protocol in process algebra using invariants
is [6]. A Hoare Logic based approach to invariants in process algebra has been elaborated in
[8, 11]. Rudimentary, implicit use of invariants in proces algebra, however, is quite common.
For example, the set of accessible states of a process is an invariant of that process (modulo
the identification of subsets of the state space with relations between the variables).
We investigate invariants in the setting of tCRL [7, 9], in which process algebra is combined
with data. It is straightforward to formulate invariants in tCRL as predicates. We first adapt
the Recursive Specification Principle (RSP), which states that guarded recursive specifications
have unique solutions, such that it can effectively be used in a setting with data. We introduce
convergent linear process operators (CLPO's) and formulate the principle CL-RSP, which

states that every convergent linear recursive operator has at most one fixed point. Then
we provide several formulations of equivalent principles to allow smooth calculations using
invariants. We illustrate almost all rules with examples, and provide two somewhat larger
examples at the end. Remarkably, all new rules turn out to be equivalent to CL-RSP. As a
consequence, one can carry out verifications using invariants in well-known process algebras
satisfying CL-RSP.
The new rules for invariants have been applied to different sizable examples (see e.g. [3])
and their use indeed shows that the intuitions about the functioning of distributed systems
is reflected more clearly in the proofs. These proofs. also suggest that the verification of
distributed systems, formerly out of reach, is now plausible.

Acknowledgements. We thank Jan Bergstra, Wim Hesselink, Tonny Hurkens, Jaco van de
Pol, Alex Sellink, Jan Springintveld and Jos van Wamel for discussions on the topic of this
paper and comments on an early draft.
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Preliminaries

We assume the existence of non-empty, disjoint sets with data elements, which are called
data types and are denoted by letters D and E. Furthermore, we assume a -set of many
sorted operations on these sets, which are called data operations. There is one standard data
type Bool, which consists of the elements t and f. We assume that the standard boolean
operations are defined on Bool. We also assume the existence of a set pAct that contains
parameterised atomic actions. Every element of pAct comes equipped with the data type of
its parameter. The elements of pAct are regarded as mappings from data types to processes.
Definition 2.1. A pCRL1-algebra is a set I)D, disjoint from the data types, with operations

a : D-+1P (for all a E pAct, D the data type of a)
S, 'r

: IlD

+, . IP x. Il» ---* IP
E : (D-1P),P (for each data type D)

a_ .:IPx Boolx IP--.IP
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Al x+y=y+x

SUM1

Ed:Dx = x

SUM3
SUM4
SUMS
SUM11

Ep = Ep+ p(d)

Booll

-(t = f)

Bool2

-(b = t) -+ b = f

B1

Cl

xatt>y=x

B2

C2

A2 x+(y+z) = (x+y)+z

A3 x+x=x
A4
A5

Ed:D(p(d) + q(d)) = Ep + Eq

Ed:D(p(d) x) = (Ep) x
(Vd E D p(d) = q(d))

Ep = Eq

A6 x+S=x
A7

xafry=y

Table 1: x, y, z E IP, c is r or a(d) for a E pAct, d E D and p, q : D-+1F, b E Bool
satisfying the (conditional) equations A1-7, SUM1,3,4,5,11, Booll,2, C1,2 from Table 1. If the

algebra also satisfies the equations B1 and B2 for branching bisimulation [5] it is called a
pCRLlT -algebra.

The name pCRL stands for a pico Common Representation Language. The superscript 1
refers to the fact that, contrary to yCRL, all actions have exactly one parameter. By using
the data type with one element and by using pairing, actions depending on zero or more
than one data type can be simulated. Therefore, we use zero or more than one parameter
whenever convenient.
Table 1 specifies a subset of the axioms from the proof theory of µCRL [9]. The operations

+ and and equations A1-7 and B1,2 are standard for process algebra (see [2]) and therefore
not explained. The operation --o _t> - is the then-if-else operation. The sum operation E over
a data type D expresses that its argument p : DP may be executed with some data element
d from D. Instead of E(Ad:D.x) we generally write Ed:Dx. Note that we use explicitly typed
A notation to denote mappings. If convenient we sometimes drop the explicit types. We also
+ pn when I = {1, ..., n}. The difference
use a meta-sum notation E?Elpi for p1 + P2 +
between the notations is the use of the colon versus the use of the membership symbol. We
use the convention that binds stronger than E, followed by - a - o -, and + binds weakest.
We call a mapping p D--IP a parameterised process and a mapping
a process transformation (process operator if D = E). Generally, letters p, q are used for
parameterised processes and letters $, T,.= (0) refer to process operators (transformations).
:

Definition 2.2. A process operator I is called (pCRL-) expressible iff IF can be written as
Ap:D->1P.Ad:D.t(p, d)

where t(p, d) only consists of operations mentioned in Definition 2.1.
A process operator t.I is called linear iff P can be written as
ap:D--fIP.Ad:D. EiEIEe;:D.ct(ft(d, ei)).p(gi(d, ei)) i bi(d, ei) t> S+
EiEI1Ee;:D,c?(fi(d, ei)) a M(d, ei) o 6
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for some finite index sets I, I', actions ci, c; E pAct U {r}, data types Di, D2, D, and
Dc,, functions fi : DDt--+Dc,, gi
bi
D--+D2-+Boo1, f' : D--+V-Dc,,
b : D-+D',Boo1.
:

:

Definition 2.3. A linear process operator (LPO) IF written in the form above is called
convergent iff there is a well-founded ordering < on D such that gi(d, ei) < d for all d E D,
i E I and ei E Di with ci = r and bi(d,ei).
In this paper we restrict ourselves to linear process operators, thus excluding, for example,
Apd.
a convergent linear process operator both specialises
and generalises usual notions of a guarded recursive specification. First, Apd.
a CLPO, but would be considered guarded. Second unguarded occurrences are allowed
in a CLPO on the condition that the parameter decreases in the sense of some well-founded
ordering. The latter seems an unnecessary complication, but is in fact crucial for applications
such as in Subsection 4.3 and in [3]. We use convergent LPO's for the same reason as guarded
recursive specifications are used, namely to uniquely determine (parameterised) processes.
For this purpose, the Recursive Definition Principle (RDP) and the Recursive Specification
Principle (RSP) were introduced in [2]. We reformulate these principles in the presence of
data.
Definition 2.4. A pCRL-algebra is said to satisfy RDP iff every expressible process operator
I has at least one fixed point, i.e. there exists a p : D-P such that p = gyp.
A pCRL-algebra is said to satisfy CL-RSP iff every convergent linear process operator
(CLPO) has at most one fixed point.
In the sequel we assume that all algebras that we consider satisfy CL-RSP. RDP is only used
in the examples, where it will be tacitly assumed, too.
If RDP and CL-RSP hold, we can use CLPO's to define (parameterised) processes. Gen-

erally, and conforming to uCRL [7] this is denoted as follows. If T : (D-+P)-(D- .P) is a
CLPO, we write

proc p(x:D) = Tpx
This means that we define p : DP as the unique fixed point of 41.

Example 2.5. Consider the following two processes. We assume that the pCRL-algebra,
contains the data type of natural numbers N with the standard operations, as well as a data
type Pi x N with pairing and projection operations. Here and below we simply write q(m, n:N)
to conform to standard notations, where actually q(o : N x N) would be required, with, m and.
n the first and, respectively, second projection of o.

proc p(n:N) =
q(m, n:N) =

1) < n > 0 r S
1, n') < n = 0 >

n - 1)) < m > 0 > r

It is obvious that the first process definition is convergent, using the standard ordering on
natural numbers. In the second example, the right hand side should first be linearised into
0 A n > O>S)+
(Enl:N7.q(m - 1, n') < m > 0 A n = 0 > S).
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Taking the lexicographical ordering on N x N defined by (m, n) < (m', n-') iff (rn < m) v (m =
M' A n < n'), one easily sees that the second process definition is convergent. With CL-RSP
it follows that both p and q are unique parameterised processes. (In the second example this
can also be established by proving by transfinite induction that q(m, n) = r.)

3

Invariants

In this section we provide a number of equivalent versions of CL-RSP. Some of these are
formulated to accommodate the convenient use of invariants. Due to the abstract setting of
this section, the true content of the lemmas may be hard to grasp, although the proofs are
very short and straightforward. Therefore, almost all lemmas are illustrated with examples.

Lemma 3.1. (Symmetrical Lemma). Assume that the following diagram commutes, i.e.
0(4Pp) = II(Op) for all p and 0'(Vp') = T(0p') for all p'.
D-+P

4D

D->IP

0

01
E--+P

T

E,IP
0'

0'

D'-,IP

Let T be a CLPO. If Op = 0(4Dp) and O'p' = 0'(4'p'), then Op = O'p'. In particular, if
p = -I>p and p' = Vp' then Op = O'p'.

Proof.
Op = O(,Dp) = `L(Op)

Op =O(Vp)='k(Op)

}

C

P Op

= 0'p'.
0

An important special case of this lemma is 0 = )gyp. poa for some a : ED, where o denotes
function composition. Commutativity of the upper part of the diagram then boils down to
($p)oa = I@ (p o a) for all p. Spelling this out leads to the well-known notion of bisimulation
mapping a, as becomes apparent in the next example.
It should be noted that the proof above does not depend on the particular structure of
CLPO's. The existence of unique fixed points is the only fact that is used in the proofs.
Therefore the result in Lemma 3.1 and all subsequent lemmas carry over to all process
operators assuming that they have unique fixed points.
Example 3.2. Consider the following two processes:
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proc q(x:D) =
q'(y:D') = a(e(y)).q'(g(y))
We prove by the Symmetrical Lemma that q(xo) = q'(yo), provided d(f"(xo)) = e(g"(yo))
for all n E N. Take E = M. Define 4 : (D-->IP)-.(D->P) by 4Pp = Ax.
(x)),
-' : (D'-+I(D)->(D'-).IP) by gy'p' = Ay. a(e(y))-p'(g(y)), and 1 (>\I->)(I rlD) by Tr =
An.a(d(f"(xo))) r(n+1). Then we have that IF is convergent and q = 4kq, q' = Vq'. Moreover,
define bisimulation mappings a : N--D, a' : N-->D' by putting an = f"(xo), an = g"(yo).
Then the following diagram commutes.

D-

f

D

a

a

An.n+1

N

IY

at

at

g

D'

D'

Since d(f"(xo)) = e(g"(yo)) for all n E N, a and a' are indeed bisimulation mappings.
Define process transformations 0 (D->)ID)(1I-}IED), 0' : (D'->IID)-(N-P) by Op = poa,
0'p' = p'oa'. Then it follows from the previous diagram that the diagram in the Symmetrical
Lemma commutes. Hence Oq = 0'q' and q(xo) = q'(yo)

The following lemma facilitates calculating with invariants. A typical application is with
= Apx. p(x) a I(x) r S, where I(x) is an invariant of 1 :
We explain the
intuition later.
Lemma 3.3. (Asymmetrical Lemma). Assume that the following diagram commutes.
D

-P

I
D- +1P

I

=04D

D -- IP

- i DyW-

+

IP

A

O'

E)/

- .- -> D'---P
D' -P
Assume also that ,E o I is a CLPO. If E p = E(Ip) and O'p' = 0'(I'p') then ,Ep = O'p'. In
particular, if p = Ip and p' = I'p' then Ep = O'p'.
Proof. Take IF = , E o I in Lemma 3.1.

.t
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Example 3.4. Consider the following two processes.

proc q(x:N) =

2)

q = a(t)-q'

We prove by the Asymmetrical Lemma that even(n) , q(n) = q'. As stated in the preliminaries, q' above is shorthand for q'(y) with y a variable of a type 11 containing only one
element. Thus the second equation actually reads:

q'(y:ll) = a(t).q'(y)

Take D = N, D' = IL. Define (D (N-+P)-(N--P) by 4Dp = An.
Moreover, define E :
and V : (IL-- P)-j(IL--->IP) by gy'p' = Ay.
:

2),

by Ep = An. p(n) a even(n) > 6 and, for given y E IL, 0' (IL-->P)--+(N--DIED) by 0'p' _
An. p'(y) a even(n) > b. Then we have that E o 4D is convergent and q = 4Dq, q' = Vq'. We
verify the commutativity of the diagram. The lower part of the diagram requires that we
:

prove the equation (,=(,D(O'p')))n = (0'(4P'p'))n. The LHS evaluates to
even(n + 2) o b)) a even(n) o b and the RHS to
even(n) P b. These are equal
since even(n) -} (a(even(n)) = a(t) A even(n + 2)). The upper part of the diagram requires
proving the equation (E(4D(Ep)))n = (=(-Dp))n. This equation is handled in a similar way,
using even(n) --> even(n + 2) (in other words: even(n) is an invariant of 4D). It follows by
the Asymmetrical Lemma that Eq = 0'q', i.e. An. q(n) < even(n) o b = An. q'(y) < even(n) o b,
so even(n) -+ q(n) = q'(y).

Intuition. The following may help to elucidate the relation between an invariant and the
commutativity of the upper part of the diagram in the Asymmetrical Lemma. Let E =
Apx. p(x) < I(x) > b, where I(x) is an invariant of 41 (D-.P)->(D-.IP). Expanding the
equation E(4b(Ep)) =
which corresponds to the upper part of the diagram, yields the
:

following equation:
Ax. -P(Ax'. p(x') < I(x')

c>

b)x <I(x) > b = Ax. Ipx a I(x) > b

Typically, T does a number of calls of the form p(x'). These are the so-called recursive calls
when -Ii is regarded as defining the process p by p = 4Dp. The equation expresses that at such
a point the invariant must be valid, i.e. p in the RHS may be replaced by Ax'.p(x) a I(x) > b.
The displayed equation is clearly satisfied when I(x) - I(x') for every x, x' such that p(x')
occurs in
This is exactly the case for an invariant I.
The following trivial consequence of the previous lemmas is useful in simplifying recursive
processes using invariants.
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Lemma 3.5. (Simplifying Lemma). Assume that the following diagram commutes.

D-1P

W

D-+JP

4]i

D->IP

o$

D--+P

m

11 /

I

D-P

I

>

Assume that ?off is a CLPO. If Ep = .=(,Dp) and Ep' = E(1 p') then Ep = .=p'. In particular,

if p=Ipand p' = gy'p' then Ep=Ep'.
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.3 with 0' _ E.

Example 3.6. Consider the following two processes.

proc q(x:IY) = a(x,
q'(x:H) = a(x,

2)
2)

We prove by the Simplifying Lemma that even(n)

q(n) = q'(n). Take D = M and

define 4) : (N- )1D)->(N-1P) by 1p = An. a(n, even(n)).p(n + 2), and I' : (N- 1?)->(N-*1P) by
Moreover, define E :
up = an.p(n)aeven(n)>b.
Vp =

Then we have that Eo4) is convergent and q = lq, q' = l'q. The commutativity of the
diagram is easily proved in a way similar to Example 3.4. It follows by the Simplifying Lemma
that Eq = Eq', i.e. An. q(n) i even(n) > b = An. q'(n) i even(n) > b, so even(n). -+ q(n) .= q'(n).

Lemma 3.7. (Invariant Lemma). Assume that the following diagram commutes.

D-P

4)

D--+P

T

D-->P

> D--+IP

Assume also that E o l is a CLPO. If Ep = E($p) and Ep' _ E(lp') then

Proof. Apply Lemma 3.5 with l' = 1.

Ep'.
5

,

Q
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Corollary 3.8 (Abstract Invariant Corollary). Assume that the following diagram commutes.
D->]P

> D--IID

Eo(D

Assume that is defined by an invariant I of 4P, i.e. E = \px. p(x) a I(x) P S, and that Eo4)
is a CLPO. Then for all q, q':D-*IID such that I(x) --> q(x) =
and I(x) -+ q'(x) _ I)q'x
we have I(x) -> q(x) = q'(x).

Proof. Note that I(x) --> q(x) = Pqx is equivalent to Eq = E(4bq), and likewise for q'.

.

Corollary 3.9 (Concrete Invariant Corollary). Assume
4P = ap:D-+IP.\d:D.

EjEJEej:DjCj(fj(d, ei))-p(gj(d, ej)) a bj(d, ei) o S+

EjEJ'Eej:D;Cj(fj(d, ej)) ° bj' (d, ej)

> S

is a LPO. If for some predicate I : D-*Bool
Apd.(Dpd a I(d) > S is convergent, and

I(d) n bj(d, ej) - I(gj(d, ej)) for all j E J, d E D and ej E Dj,
i.e. I is an invariant of 41), and for some q : D->IID, q' : D,IP we have
I(d) -+ q(d) _ 4Dgd,

I(d) -' q'(d) _ -tq'd,
then

I(d) --r q(d) = q'(d).

Proof. We apply the Abstract Invariant Corollary. Let the conditions be as above. Define
= Apd.p(d) a I(d) o S. By assumption ` o 1) is a CLPO. According to the intuition after
Example 3.4 we can show that the diagram in Corollary 3.8 commutes. As by assumption
I(d) --> q(d) = Dqd and I(d) -} q'(d) = Dq'd, we may conclude that I(d) -> q(d) = q'(d).

Proposition 3.10. Lemmas. 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9 are, equivalent to
CL-RSP.

Proof. Consider the following cycle of implications: CL-RSP - Lemma 3.1 -} ,Lemma 3.3
-> Lemma 3.5 -> Lemma 3.7 - Corollary 3.8 --> Corollary 3.9 -> CL-RSP. All implications
but the last have been established already. The last implication is obvious;. take= I = \x,.t in
the Concrete Invariant Corollary 3.9.
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4

Two larger examples

We provide two examples that show how the results above can be applied. In the first example

two queues are shown equal and in the second it is shown how two persons can play table
tennis.

4.1

Two queues

Example 4.1. Consider the following two queues:

proc q(old, new:N, v:set, n:N) =
s(get(v, old)).q(old + 1, new, v - (old, get(v, old)), n) < old 5E new > 6+
new + 1, v + (new, d), n) a old + n # new o b
Ed:D
proc

q'(l:list, n:N) =
s(toe

n) a size(l) > 0 o S+
l), n) a size(l) < n > b

id,D

In the definition of the process q, set is a data type defining sets, where 0 is the empty set
and + and - denote addition and deletion, respectively. Elements of the set v are pairs
(i, d) consisting of an index i and a datum d, where the index uniquely determines the datum
(intuition: the oldest datum has the smallest index). Moreover, get(v, i) is the unique datum
d such that (i, d) E v (if v contains exactly one (i, d), otherwise get(v, i) is arbitrary). In the
definition of process q', list is the common data type of lists, with constructors nil and cons.
For brevity, we denote lists with square brackets: [] for the empty list and [d, do,..., d,,,-1]
for cons(d, [do, ... , dn,_1]). Moreover, toe(l) is the last element of the list l and untoe(l) is
the result of deleting this element (toe([]) and untoe([]) are arbitrary). Finally, size(l) is the
length of the list 1.
We want to prove q(0, 0, 0, n) = q'([], n) using the Concrete Invariant Corollary 3.9. We
use the following CLPO

t

4) = Gold, new:N v:set n:N.

s(get(v,
Ed:D

1, new, v - (old, get(v, old)), n),* old 54 new o 6+,,
new + 1, v + (new, d), n) a old + n 54 new P S
,

which is exactly the CLPO defining q. Now we define the relation I(old, new, v, n) by

old < new < old + n A v = {(old, get(v, old)),..., (new - 1, get(v, new - 1))}.
This relation expresses. the intuition about the correct functioning of the first queue: there
can never be more than n elements in the list, i.e. old and new do not differ more than n,
and all positions from old to new contain a datum. This relation is an invariant in the sense
of Corollary 3.9 as it satisfies
(al) (I(x, y, v, n) A x # y) --y I(x + 1, y, ,b - (x, get(v, x)), n);

(a2) (I(x, y, v, n) A x + n # y) - I(x, y + 1, v + (y, d), n);
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Next we show that q and q" = Aold, new:N v:set n:N.q'(a(old, new, v), n) satisfy

I(x, y, v, n) -' q(x, y, v, n) = (,Pq)(x, y, v, n),
I(x, y, v, n) - q"(x, y, v, n) = (,Dq")(x, y, v, n).
If new > old, a(old, new, v) denotes [get(v, new - 1), ..., get(v, old)]. If new < old, we let
a(old, new, v) denote []. The parameterised process q is by definition a fixed point of 4). We
do not even need the invariant to show this. For the other implication we calculate
q"(old, new, v, n) = q'(a(old, new, v), n) =
s(toe(a(old, new,
new, v), n) < size(a(old, new, v)) > 0 > b+
a(old, new, v)), n) < size(a(old, new, v)) < n > b.

Now observe that the invariant I(x, y, v, n) implies the following identities.

(bl) (x y0 y) = (size(a(x, y, v)) > 0);

(b2) (x + n # y) = (size(a(x, y, v)) < n);
(cl) (x 0 y) -+ get(v, x) = toe(a(x, y, v));
(c2)

(x 0 y) -+ a(x + 1, y, v - (x, get(v, x))) = untoe(a(x, y, v));

(d2) (x + n

y) -+ a(x, y + 1, v + (y, d)) = cons(d, a(x, y, v)).

As an example we prove d2:

(I(x, y, v, n) A x + n 0 y) --> a(x, y + 1, v + (y, d)) _* [d, get(v, y - 1), ..., get(v, x)] _
cons(d, [get(v, y - 1), ... , get(v, x)]) = cons(d, a(x, y, v)).

In * we use the invariant to show that get(v + (y, d), y) = d. From the identities above it
easily follows that

I(old, new, v, n) - q(a(old, new, v), n) _
s(get(v,
1, new, v - (old, get(v, old))), n) < old 0 new o S+
new + 1, v + (new, d)), n) < old + n 54 new > b =
(lbq")(old, new, v, n).

Now it follows from the Concrete Invariant Corollary 3.9 that
I(old, new, v, n) - q(old, new, v, n) = q'(a(old, new, v), n),.
Because 1(0, 0, 0, n) is satisfied we find
q(0, 0`, 0, n) = q'([], n) -

Remark 4.2. As Corollary 3.9 follows from CL-RSP, the proof can be done without using
it. This would require calculating with an explicit .= as used in Corollary 3.8. There are
two reasons why this is unpleasant. In the first place it leads to larger terms that must be
manipulated. In the second place it mixes checking the invariant properties with proving
that processes are fixed points. The use of Corollary 3.9 yields a better separation of these
two concerns.
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SUM6
SUM7
SUM8

Ed:D(p(d) llz) _ (Ep) 1z
Ed:D(p(d) I z) _ (Ep) I z
Ed:D(aH(p(d))) = aH(Ep)

SUM9

SUM10

Ed:D(TI(p(d))) = TI(Ep)
Ed:D(PR(p(d))) = PR(EP)

CM1

x II y = x([y+y1x+x I Y

CM2
CM3

c [[ x =

CM4
CM5

(x+y)([z=xftz+y[[z

y=

CM7
CM8
CM9

(c

I

I

CF

a(d) I b(e) =
1

li

y(a, b) defined
otherwise

CD1
CD2
CT1
CT2

blx=6

DD
DT

aH(6)=6

D1

aH(a(d)) = a(d)

D2

OH(a(d)) = 6
OH(x + y) = OH(x) + aH(y)
OH(X.Y) = aH(x)'aH(y)

x 16 = 6

7I x=b
x 17 = b

II y)

i c' = (c I
c

y(a,b)(d) if d = e and

I

(c I

11 Y)

D3

xI(y+z)=xly+xiz

D4

o9H(T) = T

if a 0 H
if a E H

Table 2: x, y, z E IP, a, b E pAct, d, e E D for data type D and c, c' are a(d), T or S

4.2

yCRL1-algebras

The example in the next subsection shows how invariants can be combined straightforwardly
with parallelism. In this section we introduce the required operators. Besides the set pAct
we now also assume a partial function y : pAct- pAct-->pAct that defines how actions com-

municate. The function y is commutative and associative and if y(a, b) = c, then the data
types of a, b and c are all equal.
Definition 4.3. A PCRL1-algebra is a set IP with the operations

a : D-P (for all a E pAct and data type D)
b, T :

IF

E : (DIID),P (for each data type D)
II, LL , : PP-SIP
(IPx Boolx P)-. ll
I

aH, TI, PR : P--*1 (for all H, I C pAct and R E pAct->pAct such that

if R(a) = b and a : D-+IP then b : D-P)
that satisfies the (conditional) equations in Tables 1 through 3, except BI and B2:, If B1 and
B2 are also satisfied, then we call 11D a PCRL1 -algebt-a.
1

The name of a PCRL1-algebra is derived from the specification language uCRL [7], because

the algebra contains the same process operators. The superscript 1 refers to the fact that
actions can have. only one parameter. For an explanation of the new operators we .refer to
[2].

,.
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RD PR(b) = b
RT PR(T) = T

TID TI(b) = b
TIT' TI(T) = T

TIl
TI2
T13

TI(a(d)) = a(d)
TI(a(d)) = T
TI(x + y) = TI(x) + rI(y)

T14

if a V I
if a E I

R1

pR(a(d)) = R(a)(d)

R3

PR(x + y) = PR(x) + PR(Y)
PR(x'y) = PR(x)-PR(Y)

R4

TI(x).r (y)

Table 3: x, y E P, a E pAct and d E D for some data type D

1( XO'yO)

in

P1

Table

(0,0)

x

Bucket

Figure 1: Players pi and P2 play table tennis
A process operator T is called (pCRL1-)expressible iff T can be expressed with the operations mentioned in Definition 4.3. A pCRL'-algebra is said to satisfy RDP iff every expressible
process operator IF has at least one fixed point.

4.3

Table tennis

Example 4.4. We consider two persons playing table tennis. Person pl is a perfect player
who always returns the ball properly. Person P2 is a weak player who misses the ball when
it is too far. The goal of the game is to get the ball into a square bucket that stands on the
table.
When we assume that the players play rather rigidly, we can describe the behaviour of the
players as follows:

proc pi(l, vim) = Ex,y:]B r2(x, y) (in a l xl < l A lyl < l > sl(-x, y - v)pi(l, v))
P2(xh, yh,, k, 1R) = Ex,y:m ri(x, y/) (in < Ixl < l A lyl < to
(s2(-2 x, y) p2(x, y, k, l) < (xh - x)2 + (xh - y)2 < k2 D but))
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A referee throws the ball at position xo, yo. Player P2 receives the ball (via the communication

y(rl, s1) = cl) and sends it back to position (-2x0, yo). Then player pi receives the ball (via
communication -y(r2, s2) = c2 and sends it back to position (2xo, yo-vo). The game continues,
except if the ball arrives in the square bucket, which is placed around position, (0, 0) with
sides 21, or if player P2 cannot move his hand far enough from position (xh, yh.) to the ball,
which he can only do over a distance k each time it is his turn.
The total system of players is described by the following expression, where all communication actions are hidden, because we are only interested in the question whether the ball will
end up on the floor or in the bucket.
Syst(xo, yo, vo, xh, yh, k,1) = T{c1,c2}(8{r1,r2,s1,S2}(91(xo, YO)-P1(l, vo) 11 P2(xh, yh, k, l)))

We sketch the main steps towards an answer of the question above. Using the axioms above
we first expand Syst to the following equation, referred to as M.
Syst(xo, Yo, vo, xh, Yh, k,1) =

a (Ixol < l A lyol < l)v

((xh-xo)2+(yh-yo)2<k2ni2xol <lnlyol <1)>S+
7-out-6 a (lxol ? l V lyol >_ 1) A (xh - xo)2 + (yh - yo)2 > k2 C> 6+
yo - vol vo, xo, yo, k, l)

a(i2xol>lVlyol?1)n(xh-xo)2+(Yh-yo)2<k2C> 6.

Note that the definition of Syst cannot be seen as a guarded recursive specification in the
usual sense, due to the unguarded occurrence of Syst on the right hand side. We develop
sufficient conditions for a successful game. In order to guarantee that player p2's hand is
close enough to the place where the ball will land, and that the speed of the ball is within
reasonable limits (otherwise the ball will end too far away in the y-direction), we formulate
the following condition (II)
(xh - x0)2 + (xh - yo)2 < k2 A 4xo + V02 < k2.

Moreover, the ball must end in the bucket. This is expressed by (III)

n>OA2n1>xo>0, where n=entier(yo+l)
v0

The variable n expresses how many turns it takes to get the ball in the bucket. It is easy to
see that the conjunction of (II) and (III) is an invariant in the sense of Corollary 3.9.
Moreover, starting in a state where the invariant holds, a game only takes ft turns. It
follows that the convergence condition of Corollary 3.9 is satisfied.
is a solution of (I) if (II) and (III)
The parameterised process )x0, yo, vo, xh, Yh,
hold. Moreover, Syst is a solution for (I) by definition. Hence it follows from Corollary 3.9
that
(II) A (III) --> Syst(xo, yo, vo, X,,, yh, k, l) = -r-in-b.
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